Never stop making your breast ultrasound exam easier

**EasyScanning**
Fast image optimization

**EasyCharacterization**
Early breast tissue definition

**EasyFollowUp**
Easy target detection

NEVER STOP SEEING THE UNSEEN.
**Follow Up & Multimodality**
Real-time comparison tool to visualize live ultrasound imaging and mammogram or MR frame.

**microV and QPack**
Maximum sensitivity to highlight even the smallest flows and the tissue perfusion. Then quantify it immediately with QPack.

**Needle Enhancement**
Advanced needle visualization that improves needle reflectance and contributes to needle visibility during a biopsy procedure.

**ElaXto**
Real-time and non-invasive assessment of tissue stiffness and representation at a glance with color-coded stiffness mapping.

**QElaXto**
Immediate quantitative measurement of the stiffness with an index of reliability.

**QElaXto 2D**
Immediate layout of the ROI stiffness through stiffness mapping allowing quantitative measurements.

**BreastNav™**
Breast virtual model to give real-time feedback of the scanned area, allowing easy follow-up of the target.

**easyCharacterization & easyFollowUp**
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